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 Is there evidence that the proposed treatment is 
effective?

 How commonly used and available is the proposed 
treatment?

 What is the cost of the treatment for individuals without 
insurance coverage?
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Questions for JLARC Stage 2 Review
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Pasteurized donated human breast milk (PDHM) effectively 
reduces the rate of gastrointestinal disorders common in 
low birthweight infants and may reduce rates of other 
disorders for these infants. PDHM with fortifier is most 
often provided to very low birthweight infants in hospitals. 

Cost of PDHM with fortifier can be substantial and is 
generally borne by hospitals. Few patients pay out of 
pocket for PDHM or fortifier.  

HB2049/SB1650 would enable hospitals to expand their 
use of PDHM and fortifier for low birthweight infants by 
providing additional revenue to cover PDHM costs, and 
would assist patients who do pay out of pocket.
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In Brief
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In this presentation

Background

Medical efficacy and use of donated human breast milk

Financial impact on individuals without coverage

Coverage provided by HB2049/SB1650
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HB2049/SB1650 would require coverage of 
PDHM and fortifiers 

 Would require coverage of pasteurized human donated breast milk 
(PDHM) and human-derived fortifier by private insurance plans and 
Virginia’s Medicaid program

 PDHM must be ordered by a licensed medical practitioner for infants 
with certain conditions
▀ Infant age 6 months or younger
▀ Mother’s own milk is not sufficiently available
▀ Infant has low body weight, is at risk for necrotizing enterocolitis, or has 

other conditions

 PDHM must be from a milk bank that meets quality guidelines 
established by VDH
▀ VDH does not currently have efforts underway to develop guidelines

Note: HB367 (2020 session) would require coverage of PDHM and fortifiers by Medicaid.
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PDHM can supplement or replace mother’s milk

 PDHM may be used when the mother’s own milk is not 
available
▀ Infant has difficulty feeding from mother
▀ Mother has difficulty producing sufficient amounts of milk
▀ Mother’s milk has transmissible disease or contaminants (e.g., 

prescription medications, illegal drugs, marijuana, alcohol, 
tobacco) 

 Mothers often cannot produce a sufficient amount of milk for 
infants born prematurely

 PDHM is typically used as a “bridge” until mother’s own milk 
is available
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PDHM is collected by milk banks and provided to 
hospitals and patients

 Most PDHM in U.S. is collected by nonprofit milk banks 
affiliated with HMBANA
▀ HMBANA has 28 milk banks in the U.S. and 3 in Canada
▀ HMBANA milk banks required to meet quality guidelines

 HMBANA milk banks sell PDHM to hospitals and patients 
for a per-ounce fee plus shipping

 1 HMBANA milk bank in Virginia: The King’s Daughters 
Milk Bank in Norfolk
▀ Part of The Children’s Hospital of the King’s Daughters
▀ Largest provider of PDHM in Virginia

HMBANA = Human Milk Banking Association of North America
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Milk banks must screen donors and pasteurize 
PDHM to prevent contaminants

 PDHM must be pasteurized to remove viral or bacterial 
contaminants

 Donors must be screened to prevent other contaminants
▀ Other contaminants include prescription medications, 

illegal drugs, marijuana, alcohol, tobacco 
▀ Screening may include a health questionnaire, blood test, 

and confirmation of donor’s health from a physician

 PDHM from individual donors is pooled to dilute the 
concentration of any remaining contaminants

 PDHM is perishable so typically frozen for shipping and 
storage
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 Fortifiers are additives that provide additional proteins, 
minerals, and other nutrients not sufficiently available in 
PDHM or mother’s own milk but needed by low 
birthweight infants 

 Fortifiers are manufactured and sold by for-profit 
suppliers

 Fortifiers are typically sold to hospitals and NICUs and 
added to PDHM and mother’s own milk before given to 
infants
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Fortifiers add critical nutrients to PDHM for low 
birthweight infants

NICU = Neonatal intensive care unit
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At least 12 other states require coverage of 
PDHM by private insurers or Medicaid
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 Under 2% of infants born with very low birthweight
▀ Estimated 1,400 Virginia infants in 2019
▀ Typically born 8+ weeks premature

 Very low birthweight infants at risk for severe 
complications
▀ Necrotizing enterocolitis: gastrointestinal condition that can lead 

to lengthy hospitalizations and death
▀ Bronchopulmonary dysplasia: chronic lung disease resulting 

from poor development of lung tissue 
▀ Retinopathy of prematurity: retina condition that is the leading 

cause of blindness in premature infants
▀ Sepsis: life-threatening body-wide infection spread through blood
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Very low birthweight infants are rare but 
susceptible to numerous health complications

Very low birth weight = less than 1,500 grams (~ 3 pounds) or < 30 weeks gestation
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 Strong evidence in research literature shows PDHM reduces the rate 
of necrotizing enterocolitis (NEC) in very low birthweight infants
▀ 4.3% of very low birthweight infants in Virginia develop NEC
▀ Numerous studies find a lower rate of NEC among infants receiving 

PDHM compared with formula
▀ For example, one study found the availability of PDHM in hospitals 

reduced the risk by 2.6 percentage points

 Studies consistently find PDHM associated with a lower rate of 
surgery for severe NEC

 According to medical experts, PDHM, which is typically paired with a 
fortifier, is an effective treatment for infants at risk of developing 
NEC
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PDHM is effective treatment for gastrointestinal 
disorders in very low birthweight infants
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 Smaller number of studies suggest PDHM may reduce 
rates of other disorders
▀ Bronchopulmonary dysplasia
▀ Retinopathy of prematurity
▀ Sepsis (including meningitis)

 Additional research needed to confirm the efficacy of 
PDHM for these disorders

 Medical experts said PDHM, which is typically paired 
with a fortifier, may reduce the risks of these disorders
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PDHM may be effective for other disorders 
common in low birthweight infants
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 Children’s Hospital of the King’s Daughters (CHKD) Milk 
Bank provides PDHM mainly to NICUs in Virginia
▀ 20 NICUs throughout Virginia
▀ 7 newborn nurseries

 ~75% of CHKD Milk Bank’s PDHM went to hospitals 
(FY21)
▀ ~176,000 ounces of PDHM to Virginia infants in 

inpatient/outpatient settings 

 CHKD Hospital provided PDHM to as many as ~190 low 
birthweight infants in the CHKD NICU (FY21)
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Most PDHM with fortifier in Virginia is mainly
provided to very low birthweight infants in NICUs

NICU = Neonatal intensive care unit
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 Infants are less likely to receive PDHM after leaving the 
hospital
▀ Some infants will receive mother’s milk after discharge
▀ PDHM may only be needed to supplement mother’s milk
▀ Out of pocket cost of PDHM may be a challenge for some 

families

 Infants may no longer use a fortifier after leaving the 
NICU
▀ Infants’ gastrointestinal systems may have matured 

enough to transition off fortifier
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PDHM with fortifier is less widely used for infants 
in outpatient settings
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 Cost of PDHM can be as high as $144 per day for an 
infant relying exclusively on PDHM*
▀ Cost is lower for newborns needing less PDHM or when it is 

supplementing the mother’s own breast milk

 Cost of PDHM is substantially higher with a fortifier
▀ Staff with one hospital estimated $12,500 for PDHM with 

fortifier for 1 infant in the NICU 3 months
▀ Cost of fortifier alone could be $8,000–$10,000 over this 

period
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Cost of PDHM can be more substantial when 
adding a fortifier

* Assumes PDHM at $4.50/ounce and 32 ounces/day at 2 months age
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 VCU and UVA hospital staff said their hospitals generally 
absorb the cost of PDHM with a fortifier
▀ VCU Health System spent ~$680,000 in FY21 on PDHM 

and fortifier
▀ Other hospitals likely absorb the cost of PDHM and 

fortifier, according to medical experts

 Some patients continue receiving PDHM after leaving 
the NICU and may pay out-of-pocket
▀ However, infants are less likely to need a fortifier after 

leaving the NICU
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Cost of PDHM and fortifier is mostly borne by 
hospitals; few patients pay out-of-pocket
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 TRICARE is the only insurer in Virginia covering PDHM
▀ Limited to service members and their families

 Virginia’s Medicaid program does not cover PDHM or 
fortifier

 As of 2019, none of the 7 private insurance plans 
surveyed by BOI covered PDHM or fortifier 
▀ One plan was in the process of developing a coverage 

policy
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Insurance plans generally do not cover PDHM or 
fortifier

BOI = Virginia Bureau of Insurance
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HB2049/SB1650 would apply to insurance plans 
covering approximately one-quarter of Virginians
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Note: §38.2-6506 A 1 prohibits qualified health plans (including those sold on the exchange) from 
providing state mandated benefits that are in addition to the essential health benefit (EHB). Any state 
mandate enacted after 2011 is considered in addition to the EHB.
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 HB2049/SB1650 would provide an additional revenue source 
for hospitals to cover the cost of PDHM and fortifier

 Hospitals have varying ability to absorb the cost of PDHM and 
fortifier
▀ Some hospitals limit PDHM and fortifier to the smallest and 

sickest premature infants
▀ One hospital reported further limiting PDHM and fortifier during 

the pandemic

 CHKD anticipates supply of PDHM could meet demand with 
insurance coverage
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HB2049/SB1650 would mainly allow hospitals to 
treat more infants with PDHM and fortifier
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 University of Virginia Children’s Hospital

 Children’s Hospital of Richmond at VCU

 The King’s Daughters Milk Bank at Children’s Hospital of 
The King’s Daughters
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